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Graphity is a powerful, easy-to-use business graphics application for NEXTSTEP that 
can be used as a stand-alone application or together with Questor spreadsheet 
application. Graphity supports many popular graph types, including stunning 3D graphs 
with light sources, shaders and textures.

Features:

· 3D graphs based on RenderMan.
· A powerful API that allows other apps to easily control and send data to Graphity.
· Hot links to Questor spreadsheet application.
· User palettes supportÐUsers can easily create new palettes with customized graphs

and graphics.
· Drawing tools that allow to draw directly on a graph sheet.
· Images and sound can be drag-and-dropped anywhere on a graph sheet.
· Unlimited undo with user-definable number of undos.



· 2D graph types: bar, stacked bar, line, combination, stock, area, stacked area, 
scatter (xy-plot) and pie.

· 3D graph types: bar, area, scatter (xyz-plot) and pie.
· Multiple light-sources for 3D graphs that can be positioned individually.
· User-defined shaders and textures for 3D graphs.
· True NEXTSTEP user interface.
· Smooth scrolling of documents.
· Direct manipulation of all objects on a graph sheet.
· Use of the NEXTSTEP Color Panel and Font Panel for editing graphs.
· Inspectors for all graph types.
· Drag-and-drop from Workspace and from the ToolBox in Graphity.
· Object linking support.

What makes Graphity an excellent choice:

1. Graphity has a hot-link connection to the Questor spreadsheet from Xanthus. 
2. Graphity supports multi-level undo of all commands.
3. Graphity supports 3D graphs based on RenderMan, including rotation, light sources 

and surface shaders.
4. Graphity supports NEXTSTEP object linking in both directions.
5. Graphity has a powerful API that allows it to display data from custom applications.

Requires NEXTSTEP Release 3.1 or higher.



Now shipping in Multi-Architecture Binary (MAB) format.
Graphity is a registered trademark of Xanthus International. All Rights Reserved.
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To place orders: 
1.800.452.7608
303.799.1435 fax
info@alembic.com


